The global motor fuel market is dominated by the oil companies (NOC -National Oil Companies and IOC -International Oil Companies) 
The motor fuel market (petrol, diesel and LPG) 1 is one aspect of the vast oil products market, an area of activity populated by global companies that compete in conditions of scarcity of supply 2 . On scarcity supply markets demand is a long way from saturation point, with a supply system structured to maximise market demand and to regulate available supply. As a result, we have unsatisfied overall demand with a high propensity to purchase on one hand, and a heterogeneous, concentrated supply system on the other, in which both the large oil companies (IOC -international oil companies and NOC -national oil companies) and a small number of minor companies, in terms of their output and results (for example pure-play refineries, niche refineries and independent distributors) operate successfully.
The large oil companies control the competition system by regulating the raw material (by rights of ownership in the territory or by extraction concessions), and by fixing the quantity of crude oil to be refined and put on the consumer market.
Oil companies also market a small number of alternative products, which are homogeneous within each category (petrol, diesel, LPG) , not easily replaced by other products, so that there is a low price elasticity (demand is characterised by stable and repetitive buying behaviour).
Competition is therefore focused on acquiring access to the resources and on achieving efficiency in the extraction, transportation, refining and distribution stages. Source: Petroleum Economist -Unione Petrolifera Figure 1 lists the world's largest oil companies by reserves and oil production. The supermajors 4 (the most efficient companies with the highest level of capitalisation) compete with national oil companies from different oil producing countries with large reserves of oil and gas; the main characteristics shared by most of the large oil companies are:
Oil Companies
-large size and global economies of scale. Mergers and acquisitions (for example, BP acquired Lear Petroleum, Britoil and Burmah Oil; Getty Oil was bought out by Texaco; Chevron purchased Gulf Oil) have always been an important part of the growth of the main oil companies. The goals behind these strategies are basically growth and a global presence, access to reserves, and the exploitation of scale and scope economies at the refining, transportation and distribution stages, to defend and consolidate the competitive positions achieved; -the creation of value for shareholders. Company strategies envisage rigorous financial analysis of returns on capital and they are often dictated by the prime objective of creating value for shareholders; -search for oil reserves. Exploration is the goal that draws together the main companies in the field; for example, most of the production of the Western Majors comes from oil deposits in North America and the North Sea, which are diminishing. What is more, even OPEC 5 and non OPEC countries are becoming less accessible to the oil companies themselves; as a result the companies are looking for other sources of supply, in the deep waters of Brazil, Russia, the Caspian Sea and off West Africa; -vertical integration. Many large oil companies extend their activities along the various stages of the fuel supply chain, undertaking not only the extraction but also the refining, logistics/storage and distribution of the finished products; -competitive strategic alliances. Some large oil companies have forged stable relations with each other (regarding the different activities that make up the supply chain) in order to control production agreements. 7 .
□

Motor Fuel Supply Chain: Refinery and Logistics/Storage
The main stages of the motor fuel supply chain are: refining, logistics/storage, retail (Figure 2 ). 
Import
After it has been extracted 8 (Figure 3 ), the crude is taken to a refinery; there are a large number of refineries all over the world, which together have a total daily output capacity of 90,662 thousand barrels (British Petroleum 2010). 
AREA
NUMBER OF REFINERIES
North West Europe 49
Mediterranean 37
Eastern Europe 17 TOTAL 103
Source: PÖYRY Energy Consulting
The European plants with the highest output capacity are located in the West Europe and most of them are controlled by the world's large oil companies (in Eastern Europe and in Mediterranean countries, national oil companies dominate; ENI and Repsol are the largest players) (see Figure 5 ).
Although they dominate the refinement market, the large oil companies are not the only players in the worldwide petroleum industry; in fact, there are several important players at the second level of the motor fuel supply chain in addition to the large vertically integrated companies:
-national oil companies. These are companies that were originally Stateowned and operated primarily on their domestic markets. Some have been transformed into State-owned listed companies, for example PKN (Poland) and MOL (Hungary);
-pure-play refineries. Companies that refine crude oil for other operators in the supply chain, which are often linked by contract to wholesale operators (for example, Ineos and Petroplus); -niche Refineries. Companies specialising in certain stages of the refining process (for example, Nynas in Sweden). 
In global terms, the static nature of competition on the markets makes it feasible to build refineries that are very costly in terms of size 10 and investment 11 , designed to achieve high levels of output, generating progressive economies (of scale, scope and experience).
Plant localisation is also characterized by long term stability and proximity of infrastructure to access the raw material (in order to guarantee the continuity of the production process 12 ) and to ship the refined product 13 . Control of the competitive system (the main companies that possess the raw material also own or control refineries, and tend to forge stable alliances with each other) allows the companies to concentrate on maximising the performance of the production processes, guaranteeing the business economics by determining the quantity of demand to be met, thus maintaining the scarcity of supply.
The refining market has changed in recent years 14 (particularly in Europe). However, although a number of companies have begun to rationalise their plants, modifying their range of action, the overall refining capacity has remained very much the same 15 (some examples: ENI has expanded its operation in Portugal by acquiring a third of Galp; Total SA has developed its activities in Spain by increasing its share in Cespa; Ineos and Petroplus have entered the French, German and British markets; PKN now operates in Lithuania and the Czech Republic; MOL has developed its activities in the Slovak Republic; Lukoil has entered the Italian and German markets).
When it has been refined the oil is transferred to the distribution structures. The first stage of this transport is the transfer of the fuels from the refineries or coastal depots to internal depots; the secondary stage is to transfer the products from the internal depots to the service stations located all over the territory. The refined products are transported mainly by ship and by oil pipeline 16 (pipelines exceed a total length of 1.2 million kilometres around the world), but also by barges, tank cars and road tankers.
Around the world, most of the storage and distribution infrastructure belongs to the large oil companies. However, this stage also involves companies operating in other sectors with their own logistic infrastructure (for example, Enel, Snam and Trenitalia in Italy), logistic operators that work with the oil companies on the basis of rental, transit and deposit contracts, and finally independent retailers with the infrastructure to supply their own points of sale.
Logistics and storage play a key role in the motor fuel supply chain; in undersupplied markets, all the output produced by the companies is absorbed by the market (Brondoni 2009a). As well as making up for the lack of synchronisation in the supply chain, the depots are a competitive opportunity because they permit the programmed release of the end product to sustain demand and to control local profitability with selling prices.
Any decisions that regard logistics/storage are therefore designed to foster the competitive development of production activities, in order to guarantee control of the market, and to maintain overall scarcity of supply.
Agreements between production companies to monitor output and the quantities to release on the market therefore help to establish the selling price on the world's major marketplaces and guarantee significant operating results for the production system.
Motor Fuel Retail Policies
The motor fuel retail sector includes all the distributors whose primary activity is to sell petrol, diesel fuel and LPG. These retailers operate with different formats and organisational models and in 2009 (www.datamonitor.com) they generated global revenues of $ 1,202.1 billion (petrol sales accounted for 57% of the total, those of vehicle diesel fuel for 40% and LPG for 2%). Figure 6 shows that Europe is the continent with the largest revenues (48% of the total), followed by AsiaPacific countries and America. In Europe, a total of 113,108 service stations (PÖYRY Energy Consulting, 2009) reveal an intensive distribution 17 with a suitable number of retail structures, mostly controlled by the world's large oil companies (see Figure 7) .
The main players in the fuel distribution market are often subject to the direct control that producers exercise on the distribution channels and they therefore play a passive role, configuring local retail markets planned with global production, marketing and logistic logics (Brondoni 2005a) .
The functions performed by distributors can therefore be described simply as one of proximity, contact (Artle and Berglund 1959) and service, because most of the other distribution functions 18 are controlled and planned by the large production companies.
The passive role of the distributors is underlined by the fact that they cannot even differentiate supply by introducing assortment (Alderson 1958) 19 , because the marketable alternatives are limited and judged by a clientele with homogeneous consumption habits. Figure 7 shows that the distribution of motor fuels involves not only the world's large oil companies, but also, to varying degrees (depending on the different countries), other actors such as national oil companies, independent distributors and retail chains. -oil companies. Service stations owned by the oil companies and managed by employees of the companies themselves; -oil companies managed by third parties. The oil companies own the service stations but entrust the management to third parties (with various types of contracts); -independent operators. Service stations that are owned and managed by independent entities (individual stations, small chains that specialise in selling fuels and retail companies) which usually purchase from the oil companies or the wholesale market 20 .
Service stations operate in the territory with structures that are similar in terms of size, assortment policy and layout, regardless of who owns or runs the stations. We can identify the following distribution formats 21 : -filling stations. Small units, with a low average level of sales, selling petrol, diesel fuel, lubricants and car accessories. In some cases the station will have night-time and holiday self-service pumps, and will be located in a facility that includes other services, such as small maintenance jobs or an automatic car wash; -medium sized service stations. Stations located along main roads that offer a comprehensive range of fuels, with a high average level of sales, supplying technical service, a car wash, and self-service pumps; -large service stations. Stations with an assortment policy and supply of service similar to the previous type, but which are located close to the motorway network or in areas of heavy traffic; these service stations also offer non-oil activities.
In recent years, the motor fuel distribution system has undergone some changes, such as:
-the consolidation and rationalisation of the fuel network. In order to achieve more effective/efficient development, many large oil companies have forged competitive alliances (for example, on the Italian market, the joint venture between Total and Erg 22 ; on the Chinese market, the Total-Sinochem joint venture 23 ; on the Ukrainian market the joint venture between Shell and the OJSC Alliance Group 24 ) and they have closed numerous service stations (see Figure 8 ), particularly the smaller ones, supporting the growth of medium/large structures, with positive effects in terms of costs and profitability; -expansion of non-oil activities. In order to maximise the profitability of the points of sale, oil companies are developing their ranges of non-oil products (selling food and non-food products, and supplying various types of services). In Europe, sales of non-oil products at service stations (see Figure 9 ) account for about 30% of the stations' revenues. Sales of products other than fuel enable distribution operators to 'create traffic' and, consequently, to increase the overall sales of the service station. Non-oil products may be sold at points of sale under the oil company's brand name (examples include AgipCafè on the Italian market; Bonjour (Total) in France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Portugal and Luxembourg), or through competitive alliances with retail operators or specialist catering companies (for example, the BP/Safeway and Q8/Budgens alliances in the UK, and the alliance between Repsol and El Corte Inglés in Spain);
Figure 8: Number of Fuel Retail Sites in Selected European Countries -2009
Source: Nomisma Energia Service stations in which large retail chains have an interest generally operate under the brand of the retail chain, but in some countries, primarily those where fuel distribution through retail chains is not developed, the service stations operate under the co-brand of the retail group and the oil company (in Italia there are 60 service stations under the brand of a large retail store, and 16 that display the retailer's sign while the remainder are in co-branding with the production company) (Federdistribuzione 2009 ).
Emerging Issues
Scarcity economies (D>S) are characterized by monopolistic market conditions, management economics focus on price competition, global agreements and sales managed on a local basis (Brondoni 2009a). In fact, in economies where competition is less intense (scarcity of supply), offering companies regulate supplies which are kept below total demand by controlling the quantities that are produced and marketed.
The motor fuel market is a typical example of scarcity economics; although demand is far from saturation point, a concentrated supply system is in place in which both the large oil companies and a small number of minor companies, in terms of output and results (for example pure-play refineries, niche refineries and independent distributors) operate successfully. A small number of suppliers (national oil companies -NOC and international oil companies -IOC) therefore control the raw material and manage stable alliances to control the different stages of the supply chain.
In the distribution field, the dominance of the global oil companies is threatened by a growing number of large retailers that are entering the motor fuel market, increasing the local competitive relationships.
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Theory, Homewood, Irvin, 1958. composed of various hydrocarbons (paraffins, naphthenics, aromatics, etc.) and is used both as a fuel for diesel engines and heating systems, and as a raw material for the chemical industry. Liquefied petroleum gas is composed by mixture or propane, and is obtained by 'cracking' crude oil; the mixture is a blend of butane and propane and may also be used for industrial combustion as well as in dual-fuel engines; propane is also used in heating plants.
14 The industry has excess global production capacity and a plant rationalisation process is now underway, particularly in Europe. Here, refineries work at an average 85% to 90% capacity, but in spite of this, there has been considerable resistance to any reduction in production capacity because of the high cost of shutting down a refinery. In the United States, on the other hand, there has already been extensive downsizing: between 1985 and 1995, capacity fell and the number of refineries dropped from 315 to 165. 15 In Europe, refining capacity decreased from 25,497 thousand barrels a day in 1999 to 24,920 in 2009. Globally, refining capacity has increased (+ 2.2% from 2008 to 2009) (British Petroleum 2010) .
